From our table to yours to deliver social impact!

Solidarity and generosity are the foundations for our mission to feed people in need and to develop the culinary education of youth. The event will feature locally renowned chefs from the gourmet cities of Montreal and Quebec who will create an exquisite culinary meal to be experienced in the comfort of your own home! This virtual evening will be filled with music, entertainment and many surprises for you and your guests. It is bound to be a memorable evening!
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GOURMET EXPERIENCE: $ 10,000*
- 5 boxes for 2 people
- 5 virtual event passes
- A 6-course gastronomic experience concocted by renowned chefs, highlighting local products
- Two wine selections to go with your meal
- Local gift
- Private entertainment
- Visibility: Mention on the partners page of the event, Mention on La Tablée des Chefs' social networks, Mention in La Tablée des Chefs' newsletters, Mention in La Tablée des Chefs' Annual Report

GOURMET EXPERIENCE FOR TWO: $ 1,000*
- 1 box for 2 people
- 1 virtual event pass
- A 6-course gastronomic experience concocted by renowned chefs, highlighting local products
- Two wine selections to go with your meal
- Local gift
- Private entertainment

FAMILY EXPERIENCE: $ 50 per child
- Share the experience with your children by adding a 3-course menu.

* A tax receipt will be issued for the eligible portion.

Reservation deadline: October 19, 2020
Book at tableedeschefs.org / Events section